
ACADEMIC 2023 / 24 YEAR  
TESTS IN CHEMISTRY IN MEDICINE 

INFORMATIONS FOR STUDENTS 
 

 GENERAL CHEMISTRY test contains 16 tasks: tasks from 1 to 6 are multiple choices and 

scored 1 point each; the correct answer should be circled on the test and transferred to the 

template with the answers. Once entered, the answer in the template cannot be corrected. 

o Tasks from 7 to 10 are also multiple choices and contain two parts:  A and B, 

scored 1 point each (A -1 point, B -1 point; total 2 points).   

o The tasks from I to VI have no offered answers and require detailed elaboration. 

They are scored 3 points each. 

o The max number of points on test is 32, and the test is passed with a min. 17 

points.  

 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY test contains 16 tasks: tasks from 1 to 6 are multiple choices and 

scored 1 point each; the correct answer should be circled on the test and transferred to the 

template with the answers. Once entered, the answer in the template cannot be corrected. 

o Tasks from 7 to 10 are also multiple choices and contain two parts:  A and B, 

scored 1 point each (A -1 point, B -1 point; total 2 points).   

o The tasks from I to VI have no offered answers and require detailed elaboration. 

They are scored 3 points each. 

o The max number of points on test is 32, and the test is passed with a min. 17 

points.  

 NATURAL PRODUCTS test contains 16 tasks: tasks from 1 to 6 are multiple choices and 

scored 1 point each; the correct answer should be circled on the test and transferred to the 

template with the answers. Once entered, the answer in the template cannot be corrected. 

o Tasks from 7 to 10 are also multiple choices and contain two parts:  A and B, 

scored 1 point each (A -1 point, B -1 point; total 2 points).   

o The tasks from I to VI have no offered answers and require detailed elaboration. 

They are scored 3 points each. 

o The maximum number of points on each test is 32, and the test is passed with a 

min. 17 points.  

 

 Students are required to use only a pen (blue or black) to write the answers. Blank pages of 

the test can be used for writing calculation, formulas, tasks should be numbered. 

 You must bring to the colloquium: 

o Your face mask 

o Blue or black pen 

o Simple calculator 



o At the colloquium, whispering, transcribing from colleagues and using bugs, 

rifles, and cell phones are not allowed. A student who uses it will be removed 

from the colloquium. 

 After receiving the test, you should check if it is technically correct, and then enter the 

required data both on the template and in the header of the test and start answering 

the tasks. 

 Time to answer questions is 50 minutes (General Chemistry); 40 minutes (Organic 

Chemistry), and 40 minutes (Natural Products). 
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